SWIRL DIFFUSERS

PRODUCT FINDER

Please select your desired product properties:

- **Application**
- **Characteristics**
- **Design**
- **Material**

**Type DCS**

**Type XARTO**
Type RFD

Type FD600/24

Type TDV-SilentAIR

Type AIRNAMIC
Type FD

Type PFS

Type VDL

Type Uni-AK
Type TDF-SilentAIR

Type TCS

Type VDW

Type FLEXTRO
VISUALISATION OF AIR FLOW - SWIRL DIFFUSER

In TROX Air flow studio, the flow behavior of the air with various air distribution systems is made impressively visible. The introduction of smoke in an authentic situation with space heat load simulators shows real flow patterns.
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TOUR DE COMPETENCE
Competence - exciting staged.
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